Two independently-driven laser accelerators were operated together in series for the first time in a proof-ofprinciple experiment to demonstrate staging. The ability to stage together these devices is important for eventually building practical laser-driven accelerators. The laser accelerators consisted of two identical inverse free electron lasers (IFEL), where the first IFEL served as a prebuncher, which created -3-fs long microbunches that were accelerated by the second IFEL. Precise and stable control of the phasing between the microbunches and laser wave inside the second IFEL was demonstrated. The effects of overmodulation of the prebuncher were also investigated. In all cases there was good agreement with the model. Additional details of the microbunch characteristics could be inferred by using the model. Plans for demonstrating monoenergetic laser acceleration are also presented.
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
Routine laser acceleration of electrons is being performed around the world with gradients >lo0 MeV/m demonstrated [ 11. However, these high gradients have been limited to millimeter distances and generally involve a single interaction with the laser beam. To achieve high net energy gain requires staging the process whereby the electrons are repeatedly accelerated by the laser field in a manner similar to microwave accelerators.
The goal of the Staged Electron Laser Acceleration (STELLA) experiment was to demonstrate staging between two laser accelerators [2] . A pair of inverse free electron lasers (IFEL) [3] are used for the laser accelerators. The first IFEL (IFELl) acted as an energy modulator of the e-beam (i.e., prebuncher), which resulted in the creation of femtosecond microbunches. The second IFEL (IFEL2) then accelerated these microbunches. A key issue is achieving proper phase synchronization between the microbunches formed by the prebuncher and the laser field in the accelerator (IFEL2).
In an IFEL, the e-beam copropagates with a laser beam inside a magnetic array called a wiggler or undulator. The undulator causes the electron trajectory to oscillate in the +wkirnura@stioptronics.com plane of the laser beam electric field as illustrated in Fig.  1 , thereby projecting a component of this field in the direction of the electron motion. Depending on the sign of the electric field (i.e., its phase relative to the electrons), the field can accelerate or decelerate the electrons. The oscillatory trajectory of the electrons within the undulator eventually limits the amount of acceleration because of synchrotron radiation losses. Indeed, much higher acceleration gradients are possible using other laser acceleration mechanisms, such as laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) [ 11. Nevertheless, IFELs provided a convenient means for this proof-of-principle demonstration, and the principles and techniques developed during this experiment can be applied to other laser acceleration processes.
A schematic of the STELLA experiment is depicted in Fig. 2 . The ATF CO2 laser beam is split into two beams with approximately 24 MW sent to the prebuncher (IFELl) and up to 300 MW sent to the accelerator (IFEL2). Axicon lenses convert the Gaussian-profile laser beam into an annular one. Focusing telescopes focus the beams at the center of each undulator. An adjustable optical delay stage permits changing the phase of the laser beam entering IFEL2 relative to the beam entering IFEL1. Each laser beam enters the beam line vacuum pipe through windows and is directed to the undulators using in-vacuum mirrors with central holes for transmission of the e-beam. The separation distance between the exit of IFELl and the entrance to IFEL2 is 2 m. At the end of the beam line is a spectrometer featuring 0-7803-7 1 9 1 -7/01/$10.00 02001 IEEE.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH MODEL
Prebunching Predictions
The e-beam pulse length is much shorter than the laser pulse length. This means the electrons enter the prebuncher distributed uniformly over all phases of the laser field inside the undulator. This is depicted in Fig  3(a) , which is a model simulation for the prebuncher. Hence, the laser imparts a sinusoidal energy modulation on the e-beam [see Fig. 3 (b)] with an amplitude of 4 0 . 5 % for 24 MW into IFELI. This amount of modulation is chosen so that after drifting 2 m to IFEL2, the fast electrons catch up with the slow ones resulting in longitudinal density bunching of the electrons into microbunches [see Fig. 3(c) ]. Because this modulation is induced by the laser field, these microbunches have bunch lengths a fraction of the laser wavelength. And, since the laser wavelength (10.6 pm) is much shorter than the ebeam pulse length, a train of -3-fs microbunches is formed with each microbunch spaced apart by the laser wavelength (-30 fs). Figure 4 shows false-color raw video images from the spectrometer camera. Figure 4 (a) shows the energy spectrum for the e-beam only. After modulation by the prebuncher, the spectrum changes into a symmetric double-peaked one shown in Fig. 4(b) . With the prebuncher and accelerator both operating and the phase delay between the laser beams entering the prebuncher and accelerator adjusted for maximum acceleration, a clear peak can be seen in the spectrum [see Fig. 4(c) ] representing the accelerated microbunches. By changing the phase delay by 180°, these microbunches can be decelerated [see Fig. 4(d) ].
Staging Experimental Results
The microbunches can be characterized by examining how the e-beam energy spectrum is altered when the microbunches interact with the laser beam inside the accelerator (IFEL2). The model predicts distinctive changes in the energy spectrum depending on the microbunch characteristics and the phase at which they enter the accelerator. .. Changing the phase delay between the laser beams driving the IFELs causes the microbunch to move within the energy. spectrum as demonstrated in Fig. 6 . We see once again that the model and data agree well at all phase positions.. Acceleration of well-formed microbunches can be disrupted if the conditions are not correct. For example, sending toot little or too much laser power to the prebuncher can cause the microbunches to have their maximum density distribution (i.e., smallest bunch length) either downstream or upstream of the accelerator, respectively. Figure 7 shows the data and model predictions for the case when too much laser power is delivered, i.e., there is overmodulation occurring in the prebuncher.
The laser powers driving the two I E L s in Fig. 7 are comparable to each other. This results in a breaking apart of the concentration of electrons seen previously in Fig.  5(a) into separate bands of electrons [see Fig. 7(a) ]. The effect of these bands is the appearance of four peaks within the energy spectrum as confirmed by the data [see Fig. 7(c) ]. The net result is loss of the microbunch [see Fig. 7(b) ]. Energy Shift (Oh) Energy Shift (%) 180" phase delay 310" phase delay Figure 6 : Model and data energy spectra as a function phase delay between the laser beams entering the two IFELs. Zero phase has been arbitrarily chosen to correspond to maximum acceleration.
STELLA-II Program
The staging process demonstrated during STELLA was remarkably stable. Even though there was no active phase stabilization used and the various mirrors directing the laser beams were separated by many meters, phase synchronization could be maintained over periods of many minutes. In order to help improve this phase stability, the current program, called STELLA-11, will modify the experiment so that a single laser beam drives both the prebuncher and accelerator. This entirely eliminates any phase jitter related to using separate laser beams to drive the IFELs. This new system is depicted in Fig. 8 . STELLA-I1 will be using the upgraded ATF laser capable of delivering several hundred gigawatts of peak power. Because this laser power is much larger than needed to drive the prebuncher, the undulator for the prebuncher will be replaced with a 3-period electromagnet that is intentionally detuned in order to still provide a modulation of B . 5 % even with 100's .of GW of laser power passing through it. Using a single laser also requires a minimum drift space between the IFELs. Thus, a short-length magnetic chicane will be utilized between the new prebuncher and accelerator. The laser beam will also be passing through the chicane. Therefore, to minimize the possibility of additional laser-induced modulation occurring, the chicane will be oriented with its magnetic field orthogonal to the prebuncher.
A final important modification during STELLA-I1 will be to use a tapered undulator for the accelerator. This will permit better trapping of the microbunches and greater energy gain using the higher laser power that will be available. A model simulation for STELLA-I1 is shown in Fig. 9 . With 100 GW of laser power and 25% energy taper in the accelerator undulator, the model predicts an energy gain of =13 MeV for a 45.6 MeV e-beam [see Fig. 9(c) ].
As can be seen in Fig. 9(a) , the microbunch has been cleanly separated from the unaccelerated electrons and rotates in phase-space approximately 314 of a synchrotron period. In addition, the accelerated microbunch has an energy spread of 1.2% FWHM. Hence, STELLA-11 will demonstrate monoenergetic acceleration of the microbunches. Like staging, monoenergetic acceleration is an important requirement for practical accelerators. 
CONCLUSIONS
A number of noteworthy accomplishments occurred during the STELLA program: 1) first demonstration of a laser-driven prebuncher staged together with a laserdriven accelerator; 2) first direct measurement of '-3-fs microbunches produced by a laser external to a wiggler; 3) first demonstration of acceleration of laser-generated microbunches with stable phase control maintained over periods of many minutes; and 4) first demonstration of laser-accelerated microbunches where a large portion of the electrons receive maximum energy gain. This last accomplishment is particularly noteworthy since the
